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Capstone Project/Internship Idea: 

Working under a professional photographer, and enter in the TSA photography competition or get my 

photography critiqued. Also, give my services to my fellow capstone students for their projects at the 

capstone showcase. 

Passion behind Cap. Project/Internship: 

I’ve always loved working with photography, and may want to go into business being a photographer 

someday, if things work out that way with this project. 

Benefits: 

 Gaining experience in my photography skills 

 Working under a professional 

 Gaining insight to the business 

 Working with a creative medium 

Milestones: 

 Month of January: Apply for a photography competition 

 January 15th: meeting with Dana Perkins on a regular basis 

 January 8th: Receive assignments from my mentor via a facebook group 

 January 8th: Till end of project: Work with my mentor in the field 

 Before The showcase: Apply for a photography competition or Get photography critiqued 

 Early January: Report findings from competition/critique and everything else up to this point 



 2nd Semester (January – April): Work with fellow students in capstone taking pictures for their 

projects. 

 February 26th: TSA competition 

 February 28th: Momarazi 

 Late April: Present Project to my peers in the capstone showcase 

 

Final Product: 

I will compete in the TSA photography competition or have my photography critiqued, and have my 

rank, or level or accomplishment from that, and whatever I complete from working with my mentor. 

Also taking pictures for my fellow students’ capstone projects, for the capstone showcase. 

Mentors involved: 

 Dana Perkins- TinStar Photography 

Weekly Commitment/Schedule: 

 Every Thursday in the second semester applicable 

Audience: 

During the presentation of everyone’s project at the showcase, the people who attend will end up 

seeing my photography throughout the projects that decide to enlist my help. 

Contests Entering: 

TSA Photography Competition 

How Success will be measured:  

My performance in the photography competition, the way my work may be critiqued, and the 

showcase. Entering a photography competition and placing will also factor in. 

Ideas for Technical paper: 

 The affordability of being a Photographer 

 The culture of photographers 

 Different aspects of being a photographer 



 


